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Alfresco
Home
C

St. Croix
Padded Sling
Teak Dining
Chair

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the St.
Croix padded-sling Teak Dining Armchair. European-inspired design
and manufactured from the finest Indonesian Teak – this unique
dining collection brings together elegance and comfort like no other.
Manufactured in a pre-aged “Coastal” finish, this premium teak
dining collection will provide years of elegance and beauty. There is
a slight slope in the seat and pitch to the back which provide the
perfect balance of comfort while dining either casual
C or formal. The
chairs are made with three different color slings, and there are two
different size dining tables to accommodate six to eight people
comfortably.
Operational/Functional Aspects:
Colors of Finishes Available:
Coastal Teak Finish (pre-aged or whitewash look)

St. Croix
Padded Sling
Teak
Dining Chair
Designer:
Sako Wijma
Product Dimensions:
Depth: 22.8”
Width: 22”
Height: 34.6”
Weight: 15.8 lbs.

Alfresco
Home
C

Sarah Dining
Chair

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the brandnew Sarah Collection for the 2023 season. This elegant mixed
material collection is made from maintenance-free aluminum frames
and is accented by wicker seat backs to achieve a classic striking
appearance. The aluminum frame is manufactured and finished to
achieve a wood look.
The High-Density Polypropylene (HDPP)
Everwoven™ All Weather Wicker is hand-wrapped on the frames and
C with wide arm
provides comfort and aesthetics. Coupled with the
rests, this chair is both comfortable and attractive.
Operational/Functional Aspects:
Colors of Finishes Available:
Hearth Finish / Heather Weave

Sarah Dining
Chair
Designer:
Alfresco Home
Design Team
Product Dimensions:
Length: 26.5”
Width: 24.5”
Height: 34.25”
Weight: 18 lbs.

Suggested Retail Price:
TBD

Cane-Line

C

Basket
Dining Chair

Product Description: Basket is a unique dining chair characterized by
its sculptural shape and remarkable design appearance. The dining
chair has an organic and natural expression with eye-catching design
details, such as the shell shaped backrest providing excellent seating
comfort. Basket dining chair is made from the strong and durable
Cane-line Weave® on a hot-dip galvanized steel frame with comfy
cushions in soft Cane-line fabric.

C chair has a shell
Operational/Functional Aspects: The Basket dining
shaped backrest, which provides exceptional seating comfort for the
seater. Additionally, the Basket dining chair comes with comfy seating
cushions to maximize the seating comfort even further.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Natural and Graphite

Basket
Dining Chair
Designer:
Soren Rose Studio
Product Dimensions:
Depth: 24”
Width: 25”
Height: 32”
Weight: 13.6 lbs.

Castelle

C

Berkeley
Sling Dining
Chair

Product Description: The Berkeley Sling Dining Chair artfully blends the
relaxed comfort of sling fabric with luxury design. It features a carved
wood-look frame that is handcrafted of durable cast and extruded
aluminum. Its simple silhouette is highlighted by flared arms and open
side panels that bring ergonomic comfort to any dining experience.

Berkeley Sling
Dining Chair
Designer:
Curtis Bulleman

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available:
Full range of finishes

C

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 28.5”
Width: 26.25”
Height: 36.25”
Seat Height: 17.25”
Arm Height: 25.25”

Weight: 19.8 lbs.

Hi Teak Furniture
Klint Stacking
Armchair

C

Product Description: Our new Klint Stacking Armchair features a solid teak
frame, which is combined with a dura sling seat and handwoven all-weather
polyester back. With tapered raked legs and curved back this chair was
inspired by the best of mid-century design. At its initial introduction, buyers were
impressed with the comfort, seat depth and pitch were perfect for all who tried
it.

Klint Stacking
Armchair

Operational/Functional Aspects: This chair ships fully assembled, stacking four to
a carton.

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 30”
Height: 22”
Width: 23.25”

Colors of Finishes Available:
Natural Teak Frame/Black

Weight: 10 lbs.

C

HOUE

NAMI Chair

C

NAMI Chair
Product Description: NAMI Chair leads the mind to a wave that washes over the
beach. NAMI means wave and emphasizes the organic expression found in this
elegant chair. The NAMI Chair consists of a powder coated steel frame with a
beautifully molded plastic shell. The shell is made of Danish household plastic
trash.

Designer:
Hans Thyge & Co.

Operational/Functional Aspects: By turning Danish household plastic trash into
high-quality, beautifully designed furniture, HOUE has developed a concept
called MyTrash. Basically, the furniture from HOUE is a result
C of mixing Danish
design and Danish innovation by applying new thinking and materials.

Product Dimensions:
Depth: 22.44”
Width: 20.67”
Height: 29.5”
SH: 17.5”

Colors of Finishes Available:
Monocolor: Sky Blue, Black, Olive Green, Dark Grey

Weight: 12.8lbs.

Jensen
Outdoor
Savannah Dining
Armchair
C

Product Description: Jensen Outdoor is proud to introduce the craftsmaninspired Savannah – Dining Armchair as a nod to experiencing Americana
through details in design. The frame is robustly crafted from 100% FSC®-Certified
teak timber. With its natural elegance, immense strength and extraordinary
durability, sustainably-sourced teak is one of the world’s most sought-after
tropical hardwoods for luxury outdoor furniture. This collection embodies the
simplicity in construction techniques of the craftsman movement with a
pyramidal crown atop the seat rest arms that connects directly to the front leg
of the chair. Additionally, the under-arm post ties the detailing of this timeless
classic together.

C

Operational/Functional Aspects: Offers durable comfort with understated lines
reminiscent of middle-America. Notice the dished, all-wood seat back and
slatted seat bottom with your choice of Sunbrella® covered cushion. Following
the line down, the angled rear seat legs provides just the right inclination to
relax at the dining table for hours on end. Offered with hidden yellow zincplated steel hardware.

Colors of Finishes Available:
Teak and choice of Sunbrella® Cushion

Savannah
Dining
Armchair
Designer:
Frederic Doughty
Product Dimensions:
Length: 26”
Width: 25”
Height: 35”
Weight: 19 lbs.

Jensen Outdoor
Sorrento Dining Armchair

C

Product Description: Jensen Outdoor is proud to introduce the neoclassical
Sorrento – Dining Armchair a reinterpretation of the ancient Greek “Klismos”
chair favored by royalty for sumptuous events where elegance and comfort are
required. The frame is robustly crafted from 100% FSC® Certified teak timber.
With its natural elegance, immense strength and extraordinary durability,
sustainably-sourced teak is one of the world’s most sought-after tropical
hardwoods for luxury outdoor furniture. This collection revives the timeless lines of
the ancients while providing a modern approach to outdoor dining.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Arrange up to 10 complementary Sorrento –
C
Dining Armchairs around the regal lines of Sorrento – 118” Rectangular Dining
Table. Notice the curved, tapered legs forming an elegant line leading up to
the supportive arm rests. A contoured wood seat dish may be paired with your
choice of Sunbrella® covered cushion or left without cover to share the
immaculate craftsmanship. Offered with hidden yellow zinc-plated steel
hardware this dining chair will invigorate your next royal (or common) gathering.

Colors of Finishes Available:
Teak and choice of optional Sunbrella® Fabric

Sorrento
Dining Armchair
Designer:
Alan Morley &
Stefan Leth
Product Dimensions:
Length: 26”
Width: 26”
Height: 35”
Weight: 28 lbs.

Mamagreen

STIZZY Swivel Dining Chair

C

Product Description: Wrapped in luxurious Stamskin all weather faux leather, the
STIZZY swivel dining chair features a hand-sewn baseball stitch accent detail
along all outside seams. A hidden drain vent at the rear of the STIZZY seat allows
for easy drainage of liquids without sacrificing design. The galvanized steel
tripod base, in our durable powder coat finish along with a heavyweight swivel
mechanism anchors the chair in place making it the perfect choice for high
wind settings such as rooftops. The STIZZY swivel chair is also available in lounge,
bar and counter heights standard.

C

Operational/Functional Aspects: Galvanized steel base for added weight and
stability. Hidden drain vent for easy drainage of liquids. Heavy duty swivel
mechanism allows 360-degree motion and will remain stationary when not in
use.
Colors of Finishes Available:
16 powder coat finishes, 8 stamskin fabrics

STIZZY Swivel
Dining Chair
Designer:
Mamagreen
Design Lab
Product Dimensions:
Width: 24.5”
Depth: 23”
Height: 31”
Seat Height: 19”
Weight: 29 lbs.

Pavilion
Palmera Dining Chair

C

Product Description: Inspired by a hammock’s embrace and its craftsmanship, as well as the
mesmerizing effect of sunlight filtering through palm trees, Palmera evokes daylight hours
spent soaking in the rhythmic nature of the outdoors. The supportive, hammock-like structure
consists of 28 hand-set, contoured rods bonded by 148 resistance welds, marrying handcraft
with modern manufacturing processes. The wireframe seat suspends from the continuous-line
frame, lending it visual lightness and a sculptural quality. The subtle tapered leg elevates the
refined design. Soft form, curvilinear cushions hug the frame and the chair’s occupant
enhancing the leisurely comfort. With its timeless aesthetic and gestural lines, Palmera is
poetry at rest.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Palmera's contoured shape envelops you, and the just-right
recline angle encourages you to linger at the table awhile. Designed to perform in
C with an appealing
demanding outdoor environments, Palmera brings contract-grade quality
residential aesthetic to outdoor dining spaces—from hospitality to home. While its design has
a visual lightness, the chairs are substantial enough for high wind applications. Pavilion’s
coating process couples a marine-grade primer with architectural powder coat paint for a
long-lasting, premium finish. The tailored cushions provide water-resistant, quick-dry
performance with high-quality outdoor fabrics. Palmera is backed by the Pavilion limited
lifetime warranty.
Colors of Finishes Available:
13 Paint finishes in range of warm and cool neutrals and a range of high-performance fabrics
available graded in or COM

Palmera
Dining Chair
Designer:
Stark Scott Studio
Product Dimensions:
Width: 23”
Depth: 25.5”
Height: 33.5”
Seat Height: 18”

Weight: 22.5 lbs.

Sunset West

C

Grigio
Armless
Dining Chair

Product Description: The Grigio Armless Dining Chair reimagines one of the most iconic
silhouettes of the last century. Rendered in a powder-coated aluminum frame and expertly
wrapped with premium, all-weather olefin rope in an open weave, the grey tones in the
Grigio reflect the origins of the grape founded by “The Gray Monk” in northern Italy.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Features: Fully welded, scratch-resistant powder-coated,
aluminum frame in Graphite Finish, Wrapped in weather-resistant colorfast rope in Stone grey
& commercial quality construction.
Colors of Finishes Available:
One

C

Grigio Armless
Dining Chair
Product Dimensions:
Width: 20”
Depth: 23”
Height: 34”

Weight: 24 lbs.

